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HEAT CAPACITY OF ISOLATED CLUSTERSR. S. Berry a*, B. M. Smirnov b**a Department of Chemistry, University of Chiago60637, Chiago, IL, USAb Institute for High Temperatures, Russian Aademy of Sienes127412, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 10 June 2003The harater of interation between the thermal (vibrational) and on�gurational luster exitations is on-sidered under adiabati onditions when a luster is a member of a miroanonial ensemble. A hiearhy ofequilibration times determines the harater of atomi equilibrium in the luster. The behavior of atoms inthe luster an be haraterized by two e�etive (mean) temperatures, orresponding to the solid and liquidaggregate states beause a typial time for equilibration of atomi motion is less than the time of transitionbetween the aggregate states. If the luster is onsidered for a time muh longer than the typial dwell timein either phase, then it is onvenient to haraterize the system by only one temperature, whih is determinedfrom the statistial-thermodynamial long-time average. These three temperatures are not far apart, nor arethe luster heat apaities evaluated on the basis of these de�nitions of temperature. The heat apaity of amiroanonial ensemble may be negative under some irumstanes in a region of oexistene of two phases,provided the mean temperature is de�ned in terms of the mean kineti energy, not as a the derivative of theenergy with respet to the miroanonial entropy. However, we show that if the on�gurational exitationenergy is small relative to the total exitation energy separating the phases, then, within the model of twoaggregate states, the heat apaity is positive whihever de�nition is used for temperature. In addition, for asu�iently large luster, the maximum values of the miroanonial and anonial heat apaities are the same.PACS: 61.20.Gy, 61.25.Bi, 61.43.Fs, 64.70.Dv1. INTRODUCTIONThe ontemporary desription of luster evolutionis based on saddle-rossing dynamis involving a largenumber of loal minima for the potential energy of thissystem at zero temperature depending on the on�gu-ration of atoms [1�6℄. Eah loal minimum orrespondsto a loally stable on�guration. Certain of these lie atthe point of lowest energy in a basin, while others, athigher energies in the same basin, orrespond to on-�gurational exitations from that lowest point. Neigh-boring loal minima are separated by saddle points ofthe potential energy surfae [7℄. At low temperatures,muh of the time the luster is then found near the lo-al energy minima, and the durations of intermediatestates during transitions aross saddles between neigh-boring minima are brief. Taking the luster aggregate*E-mail: berry�uhiago.edu**E-mail: smirnov�or.ru

states as a group of atomi on�gurations near loalminima of the luster potential energy [8℄, we obtain apreise piture of the luster phase transitions, hara-terized by bands of dynamial oexistene of phases [9�12℄. In the ase of solid�liquid equilibrium, this meansthat the system is found in the solid aggregate stateduring ertain periods; the remainder of the time, it isfound in the liquid state, if the luster an be loated intwo aggregate states. (It is also possible for a luster toexhibit more than two phases in suh a dynami equi-librium, e.g., a �surfae-melted� state together with asolid and a liquid [13, 14℄.)Using these onepts, one an generalize thermo-dynamis of bulk systems and relate these to lustersas systems of small, �nite numbers of bound atoms ormoleules. Within the framework of the saddle-rossingdynamis, one an de�ne the luster aggregate statesas sets of atomi on�gurations near loal minima ofthe luster potential energy with nearby energies [8℄,414



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 2, 2004 Heat apaity of isolated lustersand a luster aggregate state an therefore inlude a �-nite number of elementary on�gurational exitations.In the lassial thermodynamis of bulk systems, theaggregate state inludes many on�gurational exita-tions, whih leads to a uniform spatial distribution ofatoms for a liquid. Next, the hierarhy of luster timesleads to the orresponding phenomenon of phase oex-istene in lusters [9�12℄.Thus, the properties and dynamis of luster evo-lution allow one to apply thermodynamis to lusters.One must use a Gibbsian ensemble to desribe the ther-modynamis of lusters; some of the familiar oneptsand harateristis of bulk systems disappear and somethat are equivalent in ommon situations beome in-equivalent. For example, the distintion between phaseand omponent is lost beause phase equilibrium o-urs on the same short time sale as the equilibriumamong reating omponents. Hene, the Gibbs phaserule loses its meaning for small systems [3℄. Using thisperspetive, we here onsider the heat apaity of aluster that does not exhange energy with an environ-ment, i.e., the luster is in a miroanonial ensembleof atoms [15℄.For lusters, a typial time for establishing vibra-tional thermal equilibrium is brief ompared with atypial time to establish on�gurational equilibrium inthe solid and liquid states [16℄. Under miroanoni-al onditions, this time sale separation in lusters al-lows one to identify the temperatures of the solid andliquid states separately; the luster is submitted to atwo-temperature desription. Likewise, under anon-ial onditions, the solid and liquid states an be as-signed di�erent mean energies and potential energies.If the time of luster observation is long ompared witha typial time for dynami equilibration between theaggregate states, it beomes appropriate to use a sin-gle luster temperature, i.e., to model this luster byone averaged aggregate state.In an ensemble at onstant energy, the e�etive tem-perature of a luster, solid or liquid, an be de�ned ineither of two ways. One is the mean kineti energy perdegree of freedom; the other is the derivative of theinternal energy with respet to the miroanonial en-tropy at onstant volume. While these are equivalentfor a anonial ensemble of marosopi systems (withthe onventional anonial entropy), they are not ne-essarily equivalent for miroanonial ensembles, par-tiularly of small systems. De�ned in terms of kinetienergy, the e�etive temperature of the solid is nees-sarily higher than that of a liquid at the same energy.Hene, inreasing the energy in the zone of oexisteneof the solid and the liquid (i.e., in the transition region)

an lead to an e�etive temperature derease. In whatfollows, we onsider this problem in terms of two ag-gregate states, with the additional simplifying assump-tions that the separate alori urves for the solid andliquid states are parallel straight lines, i.e., the tran-sition energy is independent of the temperature, andthat the di�erene of the solid and liquid temperaturesis relatively small. These simpli�ations allow us to un-derstand the luster properties near the melting pointin a simple way. (We use the term �melting point� tomean the temperature at whih the free energies of thesolid and liquid lusters are equal. There is, of ourse,no sharp melting point for small lusters.)Under these onditions, when equilibrium is estab-lished at eah new luster energy, eah small inreaseof that energy near the melting point goes in part toexitation of thermal (vibrational) motion, and in partto on�guration exitation. Consequently, the heat a-paity of an isolated luster hanges near the meltingpoint. If the temperature is de�ned as the entropyderivative of the internal energy, then the heat apa-ity almost ertainly remains positive and typially in-reases as more degrees of freedom absorb energy1).But if the mean potential energy of the liquid form issigni�antly higher than that of the solid, and the tem-perature is de�ned in terms of mean kineti energy perdegree of freedom, then the system may exhibit a neg-ative heat apaity and a region of a negative slope, an�S-bend�, in its alori urve. This behavior of lus-ter heating has been found for lusters on the basisof theoretial [17�22℄ and experimental studies [23�28℄.Below, we onsider this problem in detail.2. HIEARCHY OF CLUSTER TIMESWe �rst analyze the harater of equilibrium in aluster. We use the two-state approximation for lusteraggregate states [8℄, whih extends the thermodynamionept of the aggregate states from bulk to lusters,and we assume the existene � loal stability and ther-mal equilibration � of two aggregate states, solid andliquid. Although lusters may exhibit several aggregatestates in equilibrium, for example assoiated with melt-ing of di�erent luster shells [13, 14℄, the model that weuse here involves the assumption that in a given rangeof parameters, the luster an be found only in twoaggregate states. The harater of luster equilibrium1) Only if the available phase spae were to derease with theenergy for some pathologial system ould its alori urve showa negative slope with this de�nition of temperature. Suh a sit-uation is logially possible, but physially almost unimaginable.415



R. S. Berry, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 2, 2004is determined by typial times for proesses within theluster. A typial time to establish thermal equilibrium�eq between bound atoms is of the order of magnitude�eq � 1!D ; (1)where !D is the Debye frequeny, roughly inversely pro-portional to the period of luster osillations (� 10�14 sat room temperature). A typial dwell time of a lus-ter in the viinity of the free energy minimum �ag as-soiated with eah aggregate state is long omparedwith �eq , �eq � �ag ; (2)beause transitions between aggregate states requirethat the luster overome a signi�ant free energy bar-rier. We onsider a luster of bound atoms as a memberof a miroanonial ensemble, and neglet the intera-tion between the luster and environment, i.e.,�ag � �th; (3)where �th is a typial time for the exhange of energybetween the luster and its environment; for shortertimes, the luster an be onsidered as an isolated par-tile. We introdue a typial time � of luster observa-tion suh that �ag � � � �th: (4)This hierarhy of luster times leads to a partiularpattern of luster behavior. Indeed, during �eq , thermalequilibrium is established for the vibrational motion ofthe luster atoms, and the thermal motion of atoms anthen be haraterized by a temperature [16℄. Beauseof riterion (2), this temperature is di�erent for thetwo aggregate states. We therefore introdue separatetemperatures of atoms for the solid Tsol and liquid Tliqaggregate states. In partiular, in the Dulong�Petitlimit, the luster energy is given byE = (3n� 6)Tsol = �E + (3n� 6)Tliq ; (5)where n is the number of luster atoms and �E is thefusion energy. This implies that�T = Tsol � Tliq = �E3n� 6 : (6)Along with these temperatures, one an introdue ageneral luster temperature T for a large time of theorder of � , whih an be expressed in terms of an aver-age energy of an individual luster atom if the averageis taken for a time of the order of � long enough for theluster to hange its aggregate state many times.

3. TWO-AGGREGATE APPROACHConsidering the approximation of two aggregatestates [8℄, we express the total partition funtion ofa luster as Z = Zsol + Zliq ; (7)where Zsol and Zliq , the partition funtions for the solidand liquid luster states respetively, are related byp(T ) = ZliqZsol : (8)The respetive probabilities wsol and wliq that the lus-ter is found in the solid and liquid states arewsol = 11 + p ; wliq = p1 + p: (9)From the thermodynami relation, we havep = exp���ET + Sliq(Tliq)� Ssol(Tsol)� == exp ���ET +�S� : (10)where Ssol(T ) and Sliq(T ) are the entropies of the solidand liquid states at the given temperature, T is an ef-fetive temperature that haraterizes the rates of tran-sitions between the solid and liquid states, and �E and�S are the hanges of the thermodynami variables atthe phase transition.Although lusters exhibit bands of oexistenerather than the sharp melting points of bulk systems,we an, as mentioned above, de�ne the melting point ofa luster by analogy with that of the bulk as the tem-perature of equal free energies of the two phases. Inthis way, the preise de�nition is that of the �equality�temperature Teq suh thatp(Teq) = 1; (11)and hene wsol(Teq) = wliq(Teq) = 1=2:As the general luster temperature, the e�etive lus-ter temperature T tends to Tsol as p ! 0 (wsol = 1),and tends to Tliq in the limit as p ! 1; or whenwliq = 1. (It is sometimes onvenient to use the quan-tity (wliq �wsol)=(wliq +wsol) simply beause it variesonly between �1 and +1 [13, 14℄.)4. ENTROPY OF AN ISOLATED CLUSTER INTHE TWO-STATE APPROACHWhen a luster does not interat with its environ-ment, a thermodynami equilibrium is established. In416



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 2, 2004 Heat apaity of isolated lustersaddition to the temperatures of the solid Tsol and liq-uid Tliq aggregate luster states, this allows us to in-trodue the general luster temperature from the ther-modynamial relationdE = T dS; (12)where E and S are the luster energy and entropy. Thisde�nition an be used for the two aggregate states sepa-rately or for the long-time average over both aggregatestates. Here, we use the latter option and evaluatethe entropy S of a luster in a long-term equilibrium(with or without the environment) between two aggre-gate states. Basing this analysis on a general entropyformula [29℄, we haveS = �hlnwi = �Xi wi lnwi; (13)where i is a luster state and wi is the probability thatthe luster is found in this state (Pi wi = 1). Alongwith wsol and wliq in Eq. (9), we introdue the proba-bility Xj for the luster to be in the jth state if theluster is �rst found in the solid aggregate state, andthe probability Yk for the luster to be in kth state ifit is initially in the liquid aggregate state. That is, weintrodue a kind of onditional probability. Aordingto the de�nition, we havewsol + wliq = 1; Xj Xj =Xk Yk = 1: (14)From this, we obtain the luster entropyS = �wsolXj Xj ln(wsolXj)�wliqXk Yk ln (wliqYk) == wsolSsol + wliqSliq + Sonf ; (15)whereSsol =Xj Xj lnXj ; Sliq =Xk Yk lnYk (16)are the entropies of the orresponding aggregate states.We thus express the entropy of a luster with two ag-gregate states through entropies of eah aggregate stateand the entropy of the luster on�guration state Sonf ,equal toSonf = �Xi xi lnxi = �wsol lnwsol�wliq lnwliq == ln(1 + p)� p1 + p ln p; (17a)dSonfdp = � ln p(1 + p)2 ; (17b)

where xi is the probability for the luster to be in agiven aggregate state, and we use Eqs. (9). We notethat this expression is valid under the assumption thatthe luster is observed in a long-term equilibrium, i.e.,an be loated many times in eah aggregate state dur-ing the observation time. Thus, expression (15) for theluster entropy is a sum of terms orresponding to thesolid and liquid aggregate states, and also of the termthat aounts for on�gurational exitation.5. TEMPERATURE OF A CLUSTER AS AMICROCANONICAL ENSEMBLE OFATOMSIt follows from the above disussion that an isolatedluster with two aggregate states an be onsidered inthe two-temperature approah if riterion (2) is satis-�ed, i.e., a typial time �eq for thermodynami equili-bration of the atomi thermal motion in eah aggregatestate is short ompared with the dwell time �ag of theluster in eah aggregate state. When we observe aluster during a time long ompared with �ag , we anmodel the luster with two aggregate states by a lusterwith one aggregate state, and thus introdue a singleaverage luster temperature T . For this purpose, wean use the onnetion between the kineti energy ofluster atoms and their temperature. Conneting themean kineti energy of luster atoms averaged over atime long enough to re�et the kineti energies of atomsin both aggregate states, we then de�ne the (long-term)luster temperature asT = wsolTsol + wliqTliq : (18)This de�nition of temperature is to be used in the on-text of traditional statistial physis, i.e., on the basisof a very long-time average. This remains a useful andvalid approah, but the availability of measurementsfast enough to enable us to observe the individual ag-gregate states justi�es the extension of the oneptualframework to desribe eah aggregate state by itself, tosupplement our long-time average desription.Turning to the two-temperature approah for a lus-ter, we assume the luster heat apaity to be indepen-dent of the temperature in the range of phase oexis-tene; in other words, the alori urves for the solidand liquid states are straight lines, as shown in the Fi-gure. We use the parameters of this urveT = Tsol + Tliq2 ; �T = Tsol � Tliq ; (19a)and for simpliity assume that�T � T : (19b)15 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 2 417
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Calori urves of an isolated luster with two aggregatestates in the one-temperature approah: 1 � the aseof a positive heat apaity; 2 � the ase of a negativeheat apaity near the melting pointIn aordane with Eq. (18), the statistial tempera-ture T is expressed through these parameters asT = T + �T2 1� p1 + p : (20)Evidently, within the framework of the general temper-ature, it follows from (10) thatp = exp ���ET +�S� : (21)For simpliity, we assume that the entropy jump �Sat the phase transition and the transition energy �Eare independent of the temperature. In addition, wehave for the luster energy E under our assumptions(see the Figure)E = C0T ; �E = C0�T; (22)where C0 is the luster heat apaity far from the melt-ing point.We now use Eq. (12) as the thermodynami de�ni-tion of the luster temperature T ,1T = � dSdE �V : (23)That is, we use the entropy�energy de�nition, ratherthan the mean kineti energy de�nition for tempera-ture. Beause this formula is also valid for eah aggre-gate state, we have the relations1Tsol = dSsoldE ; 1Tliq = dSliqdEfor the luster temperature of a given aggregate state.On the basis of these formulas and formula (17) for the

entropy of a luster with two aggregate states, we thenexpress the luster temperature as1T = wsol(Tsol)Tsol + wliq(Tliq)Tliq + dSonfdE == 1(1 + p)Tsol + p(1 + p)Tliq � ln p(1 + p)2 dpdE ; (24)where dSonfdE = � ln p(1 + p)2 dpdE (25)in aordane with Eqs. (17). It an be seen that thestatistial and thermodynami temperature de�nitions(20) and (23) are di�erent. But the di�erene betweenthem is small in the present ase beause we have im-posed riterion (19b). In partiular, at the equalitypoint (p = 1), we have Teq = T in aordane with(20), and Eq. (24) then givesTeq = 2TsolTliqTsol + Tliq = T �1� �T 24T 2 � : (26)Thus, although the de�nitions of the luster tempera-ture are di�erent, under assumption (19b) this di�er-ene is only of the seond order in terms of the expan-sion in the small parameter �T=T .6. HEAT CAPACITY OF A CLUSTER AS AMICROCANONICAL ENSEMBLE OFATOMSWe now onstrut alori urves for a large luster,supposing that the alori urves for the solid and liq-uid aggregate states are parallel straight lines and thedistane between these lines satis�es riterion (19b).The luster state orresponds to the solid alori urveat low temperatures below the equality point, and tothe liquid alori urve at high temperatures above thattemperature, Teq . An intermediate part of the aloriurve near the melting point an have two forms, asshown in the Figure; in ase 1, the luster heat apa-ity is positive at any temperature, and in ase 2, it isnegative near Teq . In priniple, both ases are possible.Based on their experimental study of sodium lustersof hundreds of atoms, Haberland [30; 31℄ et al. inferthat the ase of a negative luster heat apaity nearTeq is more representative. Initially, the auray of theexperimental data [23�26℄ left some possibility to ques-tion that inferene, but more reent, independent mea-surements have made the ase for some miroanonialnegative heat apaities muh more plausible [27; 28℄.All these experiments, in e�et, base the evaluation oftemperature on the kineti energy of the atoms of the418



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 2, 2004 Heat apaity of isolated lusterslusters, onsistent with this de�nition being the onethat allows negative heat apaities. Below, we ana-lyze this problem using the above approah. Withinthe framework of statistial and thermodynamial on-siderations, we introdue the general temperature foran isolated luster that an be found in both the solidand liquid states.We evaluate the heat apaity C of a luster ofbound atoms as a member of a miroanonial ensem-ble near the melting or equality point. When we in-trodue one luster temperature T , its heat apaitiesare C = dEdT ; C0 = dEdT = dEdTsol = dEdTliq ;where E is the internal luster energy and T is given byEq. (19a). We assume in the disussion here that Tsoland Tliq are almost equal; hene, we are not dealingwith the general ase. Relation (21) is valid under ourassumption and givesdpdE = p�ET 2C : (27)For simpliity, we assume here that the luster param-eters �E and �S are independent of the luster tem-perature T . Under these onditions, for the statistialde�nition of the temperature, we have, taking the dif-ferential of (20) and using Eq. (22),1C = 1C0 � �T(1 + p)2 p�ET 2C :This implies thatC = C0(1 + Z); Z = p(1 + p)2 �T�ET 2 : (28)We now onsider the ase of the thermodynamide�nition of the luster temperature when a lusterwith two aggregate states is modeled by the lusterwith one average aggregate state. Taking the di�er-ential of (24) and expanding it in a small parameter�T=T , we then have� dTT 2 = �dTT 2 + �TdTT 3 1� p1 + p ++ �TdpT 2(1 + p)2 + d� ln p(1 + p)2 dpdE� :Ignoring the seond term in the right-hand side of thisequation in omparison with the �rst one beause of(19b), we then obtain

� 1CT 2 = � 1C0T 2 + �TT 2(1 + p)2 dpdE ++ ddE � ln p(1 + p)2 dpdE� : (29)Beause the maximum heat apaity of the lus-ter orresponds to the equality or melting point (if itsvalue is positive), we onsider Eq. (29) at Teq , wherep = 1; T = T = Teq , and therefore1C = 1C0 � ZC � ZC0C2 : (30)We note that Eq. (28) follows from this if we ignorethe last term, i.e., if we neglet the on�gurational partSonf in expression (15) for the luster entropy. Thephysial solution of Eq. (30) is given byC = C0 241 + Z2 +s�1 + Z2 �2 + Z 35 : (31)Formulas (28) and (31) for the luster heat apaity,based on the two di�erent de�nitions of the luster tem-perature, lead to idential results in the limiting asesZ = 0 and Z = 1. The maximum ratio of the heatapaities aording to formulas (31) and (28) orre-sponds to Z = 1 and is (1 +p2)=2 � 1:2. Thus, if anisolated luster with two aggregate states is modeled bya luster with one temperature, the values of its heatapaity depend on the de�nition of the luster tem-perature. But for the statistial and thermodynamialde�nitions of the luster temperatures, the values ofthe luster heat apaity oinide within the limits of20% in the ases onsidered here.We now analyze the harater of onsumption ofenergy that is transferred to an isolated luster veryslowly, suh that equilibrium is established for eah in-put of energy. We divide the total energy of the ensem-ble of bound atoms into the kineti energy of atoms, thepotential energy of the interation between atoms, andthe energy of on�gurational exitation. For simpli-ity, we take the ratio between the kineti and potentialenergy to be governed by the virial relation; this ra-tio is therefore independent of exitation. Moreover,these exitations involve su�iently low energies suhthat they an be supposed to be harmoni osillations.Therefore, the exitation energy an be thought to beonsumed in two hannels, thermal motion of atomsand on�gurational exitation. It is lear that the lus-ter total heat apaity must be greater than if on�g-uration exitation were absent, beause only a part ofthe input energy is onsumed by the thermal motionof atoms. A signi�ant part must go into inreasing419 15*



R. S. Berry, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 2, 2004exitation of �new� degrees of freedom that are unex-ited at lower temperatures, but are fully exited athigher temperatures. Hene, in the range of the phasehange, the heat apaity exeeds that in the temper-ature ranges far from the phase hange.The on�gurational and vibrational ontributionsmay nonetheless be strongly linked in the following way.If the on�gurational exitations bring the luster to aregion of high potential energy, and thus to a regionof low kineti energy, then during those intervals inwhih the on�gurational exitation is high, the kinetitemperature is neessarily low. This situation does notonform to our assumption above that Tsol and Tliq arealmost equal. In aordane with this assumption, on-�gurational exitation requires relatively little energy.Consequently, we an suppose that lusters of sizes farfrom the �magi number� or losed-shell sizes are likelyto onform to the assumption used above, but that the�magi number� or losed-shell lusters are least likelyto satisfy that assumption.If the on�gurational exitation energy requires asigni�ant part of the luster internal energy, the heatapaity may beome negative beause an inrease ofthe total luster energy leads to a derease of its ther-mal (or vibrational) energy. Just this situation is pro-posed by Haberland [30; 31℄ for sodium lusters onsist-ing of a hundred and more atoms. Evidently, the on-ditions favorable for lusters to have a negative heatapaity apply to those systems. Based as it is onEqs. (28) and (31), the analysis here, with its strongassumptions, leads to a positive luster heat apaityat any luster temperature. We an therefore interpretthe assumptions leading to this onlusion as su�ientonditions for a positive heat apaity. This shouldnot be interpreted to imply that negative heat apai-ties annot our in miroanonial systems; they er-tainly an our if the kineti de�nition of temperatureis used. In fat, we an now say that the next hal-lenge in this �eld is �nding su�ient onditions for anegative heat apaity, in terms of the relative ener-gies and phase spae volumes of the solid and liquidphases, and then �nding what lasses of systems bestsatisfy those onditions � or those for stritly positiveheat apaities.Equations (28) and (31) haraterize the inreaseof the luster heat apaity near the melting point.We now onsider this inrease for a large luster withZ � 1. Beause for a large luster C0 � n, where nis the number of atoms forming the luster, riterion(19b) beomes � Tm�T �2 � n; (32)

The parameters of the isolated Lennard�Jones lusteronsisting of 13 atoms at the melting point. The dataare obtained on the basis of [10℄.Parameter ValueEm 13.6�E 2.46�(Em) 0.39Tsol 0.32Tliq 0.26Tm 0.29Z(Tm) 0.46CmaxC0 , (28) 1.46CmaxC0 , (31) 1.73suh that the inrease of the heat apaity for suhlarge lusters is strong. In this limit, Eqs. (28) and(31) give the maximum heat apaity that orrespondsto the equality or melting pointCmax = C0Z = �E24T 2eq : (33)This expression also involves the assumption that thetransition thermodynami parameters �E and �S areindependent of the temperature. The maximum heatapaity has the same value in the ase of isothermalheating [8℄.We now apply Eq. (30) to the Lennard�Jones lus-ter of 13 atoms, taking its parameters from the om-puter modeling [10℄ of this luster. Assuming theDulong�Petit law to be valid at melting, we have theheat apaity of this luster C0 = 3n � 6 = 33. Thetemperatures of the solid Tsol and liquid Tliq states areTsol = 2�EC0 ; Tliq = 2�(E ��E)C0 ; (34)where � is the part of the luster exitation energy Ethat is transformed into kineti energy of the atoms.Thus, we express the temperature of luster atomsthrough the total kineti energy. Parameters in the Ta-ble refer to the equality or melting point (p(Em) = 1,T = Teq), and we use redued energy units with theenergy unit given by the binding energy per bond.420
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